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students with both the soft and hard
skills that are essential for success in
a multinational and multicultural Europe.
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UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMY
Our University is the largest private institution of higher education in Northern Poland.
We offer studies at the main campus in Bydgoszcz, as well as in our campuses in Toruń,
Inowrocław, Malbork, Elk, Słupsk, Piła, Chojnice and Działdowo. Classroom preparation is
just a part of the opportunities that the University of Economy offers. Besides educational
programs and opportunities, we also are active in regional development activities for the
advantage of local societies. We encourage our academic staff and students to have an
active role in the surrounding world.
The University of Economy offers
students different fields to study.
At our Bydgoszcz Main Campus
are the Academic Cultural Area
and the Museum of Photography.
These institutions provide the
ability to develop skills and begin
an artistic life. Through our Rewital
Fitness and Nutrition Centre we
actively promote healthy lifestyles.
First rate professional medical
treatment is provided by the
Academic Medical Centre.
Here at the University of Economy
you can create your own future!

Student Entrepreneurship Office
Students Affairs Office
Polish Language
and Culture School
School for Foreign Languages
University Nursery
and Kindergarten
International Affairs Office
Office of Postgraduate
Education and Training
University Administration
International Recruitment Office
Advanced IT Laboratory
University Medical Center

pleasant
atmosphere
of learning

University Guest House
REWITAL
Wellness and SPA
Sports Hall
University Cultural Centre

www.eurostudies.pl
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Double Degree Programes

In 2010 the UoE with the collaboration of its long-term
partner Hochschule Heilbronn in Germany established
a Double Degree Programme for the Master of Arts
in Tourism and Recreation. Since then, our students
have the opportunity to earn degrees from two
globally recognized, higher education institutions.
In order to achieve this goal, students need to spend
two semesters at the partner institution. All courses are
provided fully in the English Language.
The University of Economy cooperates with many Higher
Education Institutions all around the world.

We are currently
running similar programmes
with partners from:
Ukraine, France, Lithuania,
Russia, Portugal and Hungary.

Hochschule Heilbronn (Germany)

Hochschule Heilbronn is one of the best universities
in Germany in field of tourism. The university ranks
amongst the top institutions of higher education in
the state of Baden-Württemberg. The Hochschule
Heilbronn has almost 8,000 degree-seeking students
on four campuses.
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A university with endless possibilities...
Since the first day I came here there
were a lot of activities to do, including
sport, fitness, business work, and
different types of events and meetings.
Solution-focused and ambitious
professors are always inspiring to
students. I’m at bachelor degree now
but for the future I’m planning to do a master degree here.
This university may also be the right choice for you.
Akin Aydin, Turkey

When I came to Bydgoszcz for the first
time I was alone and I felt that yes,
I am here, what will happen now?
But after a day, just a day, I realized
that I am not alone. There are lots
of international students in WSG
Bydgoszcz. After that I have started to
enjoy the city. I love this city. As you
all know the most important factor for
students is money. Bydgoszcz is a really cheap city in every aspect.
Public transport is also perfect. There are buses during nights and
weekends. To be honest, it was cold early on but now, in May, the
weather is perfect. I have a lot of international friends and lecturers
thanks to WSG Bydgoszcz.
Umur Kapar, Turkey

STUDY PROGRAMMES

IN POLISH

BACHELOR DEGREES

MASTER DEGREES

Culture and Language
Applied Linguistics
English Philology

Managerial Economics

Social Sciences
Administration and Public Management
Early Childhood Education
Human Resources Management
Journalism and Media
Psychopedagogics
Social Rehabilitation

Logistics and Economics of Transport
International Trade
Controlling and Accounting
International Business
Human Resources Management
Economy and Public Administration
Sports Manager
International Tourism and Hospitality
Management
Gastronomy and Catering

Entrepreneurship and Business
Accounting and Taxes
Company Management
Culture Management
Enterprise Management
Environmental Management in Enterprise Logistics (B.Sc.)
Production and Distribution Management
Security Administration and Public Order
Transport, Shipping, Logistics
Health, Sports, Tourism
Dietetics
Hotel Management and Gastronomy
International Tourism and Hospitality Management
Physical Education
Physiotherapy
Tourism
Construction Engineering
Computer-aided Design (B.Sc.)
Construction Engineering (B.Sc.)
Spatial Planning and Construction Administration (B.Sc.)
Utility Design (B.Sc.)
Modern Technologies:
Applied Computer Science (B.Sc.)
Graphic Design and Multimedia (B.Sc.)
Information and Communication Technology (B.Sc.)
Mechatronics (B.Sc.)
Production Engineering (B.Sc.)
Programming (B.Sc.)
Renewable Energy Production (B.Sc.)

Hotel Management and Gastronomy
Staff Management
Management in Hospitality and
Gastronomy
Tourism Development Planning
IT Systems in Industry
Renewable Energy Production
and Intelligent Buildings

STUDY PROGRAMMES

IN ENGLISH
BACHELOR STUDIES
International Business
International Tourism and Hospitality Management
Computer Engineering and Mechatronics

MASTER STUDIES
International Business
International Tourism and Hospitality Management
Computer Engineering and Mechatronics

www.eurostudies.pl
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

in English language

The International Business program is grounded in Accounting
and Controlling, Company Management, Logistics, Transport,
and Forwarding Trade. It is based on highly valued management
competencies and business competencies, enriched by social skills
and specialised knowledge about particular economic sectors.

SELECTED
COURSES

Experts from the University of Economy provide our students with
comprehensive skills such as: financial management, developing
plans and analyses, budgeting, tasking and logistic tools, interpersonal
communication abilities, and maintaining and extending relations
with the local region, negotiations and cooperation with partners.
Our students develop the skills to run a business independently, by
supplying them with practical knowledge in the basics of legal, tax,
accounting and fiscal regulations.
This outstanding opportunity is provided by cooperation among
leading regional business people and entrepreneurs, economists and
institutions supporting business. Business specialist forms the profile
of our graduates, thanks to determining definite, expected skills and
qualifications.

INTERNATIONAL TOURISM
AND HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
SELECTED
COURSES

in English language

From the beginning our university has been a leading training
centre for study of the tourism industry. The UoE is noted
for excellent contacts with both the tourism trade and
lecturers with long-lasting experience in the fields of tourism,
hospitality, and gastronomy.
Our approach is to end the divorce of the theoretical from the
practical, and we include a definitive emphasis on specialised
knowledge to prepare the student for employment in the
travel service sector. This is done by providing students with
a prospective on labour market, skills and competencies
required by employers in these fields. Upon completion
of this programme, students will be fluent in the technical
language, labour market and performance of tourism
economy institutions.
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in English language 

COPMUTER ENGINEERING
AND MECHATRONICS

The attractiveness of technical studies in sectors of modern
technologies is clear to all. We offer studies in important fields such
as Informatics or Robotics that are in high demand areas for both
students and professional people already active in the field.

SELECTED
COURSES

We provide studies matched to the needs of companies at the regional,
national and international levels. We offer studies in Programming,
Computer Graphics, Information and Communication Technologies.
Our students study in modern mechatronic and computer science
laboratories, including our Robotics Laboratory, Meteorology
Laboratory and Microprocessor System Laboratory. The quality of the
staff is supported by business partners such as Synrise System, Mobica
and PESA.
Studies at the University of Economy are practical programmes
matched to student’s profile and are qualified for creating modern,
engineering competencies. The programmes include design
engineering, working in teams, work ergonomics and computeraided manufacturing. These studies provide the essential technical
knowledge matched to particular fields of industry and economy.
They enable students to recognize modern technologies through
direct contact with manufacturers and suppliers. They provide the
opportunity to fulfil students’ own projects and solve application
engineering and computer science problems in direct cooperation
with industries.
Familiarise yourself with the opportunities to undertake studies
dedicated to people having technical skills and developing their
interests in the full range of modern technologies.

When I graduated with my
bachelor’s degree I was
thinking about going to
another country for studies.
I thought that it would be
a great opportunity for me
to get a better knowledge
and good experience. For
more, it was a chance to
meet new people from other countries and learn a lot of things
about their culture, habits, attitudes, lifestyle and etc.
So, I chose Poland, University of Economy. Everyone who is
working at the University is always pleased to help you.
I’m learning a lot from them. I started my internship at the
International Office of the University. This internship is really
important for my future life. During my study in WSG I’m
getting a lot of important and useful things for my personal
life and for my future career. I am really lucky because this
University is the best option for my master degree. I will never
have regret to study at WSG.
Salome Pirtskhelava, Georgia

My name is Chabota
Victor Hanzuki a
student from Zambia.
To start with, the
student exchange
program is a very
important program
that makes students
learn and explore
more of their career and also get to meet different people
and learn of other cultures. The professors here are also
good that they lecture to make students understand
lessons. In my own opinion Bydgoszcz is a very nice place,
with a very good conducive environment
for studying especially were information systems
are concern, everything here is all about technology
which even gives me a better experience in my study here,
people here are so friendly and interactive which makes
this place even more fun. All in all UoE is one of the best
higher learning institutions.
Chabota Victor Hanzuki, Zambia

www.eurostudies.pl
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INTERNATIONALISATION
The University is a member of different partner networks
and cooperates with more than 100 HEIs from all around the
world in different areas: student and teacher exchanges, dual
and multiple degree programmes, common R+D as well as
educational projects. Internationalization is one of the most
important focusses at UoE
FRANCE
Université de Toulouse- Le Mirail

AUSTRIA
University of Applied Sciences Burgenland
Höhere GraphischeBundes-Lehr- und Versuchanstalt

BELGIUM
Katholieke Hogeschool
Zuid-West-Vlaanderen
Artesis Hogeschool Antwerpen

HOLLAND
Maastricht Hotel Management School
The Hague University of Applied Science
Maastricht School of Management

Nancy Université
L”Institut Universitaire de Technologie de Lille

UKRAINE
National Pedagogical Dragomanov University
Lviv State University of Physical Culture
Kherson State University
Lesya Ukrainka Eastern European National University
Khmelnitskyi National University
H.S. Skovoroda Kharkiv National Pedagogical University
Rivne State Humanities University
National University of Water Management
and Natural Resource Management in Rivne
Lviv Academy of Commerce
Donetsk National University
The Kirovohrad Volodymyr Vynnychenko State
Pedagogical University
Ternopil National Economic University
Zhytomyr Ivan Franko State University
Kremenchuk Mykhailo Ostohradskyi National University
Poltava National Technical Yuri Kondratyuk University
Rivne Institute of Slavonic Science of Kyiv
Slavonic University
The Kyiv Hotel Management College
The National State Tax Service University of Ukraine
Chernihiv National Pedagogical University
of T. Shevchenko

CZECH REPUBLIC
Czech University
of Life Sciences Prague
Tomas Bata University in Zlín
Vysoka Skola Polytechnicka Jihlava
VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava

SLOVENIA
University of Ljubljana
University of Maribor
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GREAT BRITAIN
Perth College
University of
Wolverhampton

ESTONIA
Estonian IT
College

+

GREECE
Technological
Educational Institute
of Epirus

GERMANY
Fachhochschule Eberswalde
Hochschule Heilbronn
Fachhochschule Stralsund
Johann Wolfgang Goethe-Universitat
Frankfurt am Main
Hochschule Neubrandenburg
Deutsch-Polnische Gesellschaft Mannheim
Cologne Business School
Alanus Hochschule Bonn
Fachhochschule Kiel
Technische Universitat Darmstadt
European University Viadrina
University of Bamberg
University of Würzburg

ROMANIA
Universitatea
“1 Decembrie 1918”
Alba Iulia
University of Oradea
SPAIN
Universidad de Cantabria
Universidad de Vigo
Universitat Rovira i Virgili
ISSA School of Management Assistants
- University of Navarra

TURKEY
Adana Science and Technology University
Cukurova University
Adkeniz University
Atilim University
BELARUS
Dicle University
Belarusian State
Düzce University
University
Gumushane University
Izmir KâtipÇelebi University
Izmir University of Economics
Karamanoglu Mehmetbey University
BULGARIA
Mersin University
New Bulgarian University
DENMARK
Nevsehir University
American University
Aalborg
Pamukkale University
in Bulgaria
University
Sakarya University
ITALY
SelahaddinEyyubi University
University of Cagliari
Yeditepe University
(Sardegna)
Universita Politecnica delle
FINLAND
Marche - UNIVPM
Laurea University

RUSSIA
Samara State Academy of Social Sciences and Humanities
Kaliningrad Branch of St. Petersburg State Agrarian University
Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University
The International Innovative University
Moscow State University of Environmental Engineering
Dmitry Mendeleev University of Chemical Technology of Russia
Pushkin State Russian Language Institute

of Applied Sciences
PORTUGAL
Seinäjoki University
Instituto Piaget
of Applied Sciences
Instituto Politécnico de Leiria
Universidade da Madeira
Universidade Portucalense Infante D. Henrique
Lisbon Polytechnic Institute
University Institute of Maia

+

SLOVAKIA
Slovak University
of Agriculture in Nitra

LATVIA
Transport and Telecommunication
Institute Riga
Daugavpils University
RezeknesAugstskola
Riga Aeronautical Institute

LITHUANIA
VilniausKolegija University od Applied Sciences
International School of Law and Business
SMK University of Applied Social Sciences
Vilnius Business College
AlytausKolegija
Northern Lithuania College
CROATIA
University of Zagreb
University College of Management
and Design Aspira
University of Zadar
HUNGARY
Károly Robert College
Kodolanyi Janos University of Applied Sciences
University of West Hungary
University of Szeged

SWEDEN
University West
Uppsala University

AZERBAIJAN: Baku Business University, Baku Slavic University,
CHINA: Ningbo University, GEORGIA: Sokhumi State University,
Georgian Technical University, Georgian Institute of Public Affairs,
Telavi State University, KAZAKHSTAN: Kazakh Academy of Labour
and Social Relations, Kazakh Academy of Sports and Tourism,
Makhambet Utemisov West Kazakhstan State University, Almaty
Academy of Economics and Statistics, REPUBLIC OF KOREA:
Catholic University of Daegu, AZERBAIJAN: Baku Business University,
Baku Slavic University MEXICO: Tecnológico de Monterrey,
MOROCCO: EcoleSupérieure des Sciences Techniques et de
Management, THE REPUBLIC OF ZAMBIA: The Victoria Falls University,
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: Skyline University College.

www.eurostudies.pl
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POSTGRADUATES STUDIES
In a dynamic European context, postgraduate studies are
an important way for graduates to gain additional expert
knowledge. These higher skills can serve to help employees
improve their qualifications or even enter new fields.
Postgraduate studies last 2 or 3 semesters. The UoE offers
more than 70 postgraduate programmes.

Some of the most popular programmes are:
Budgetary Accounting
Coaching
Computer Graphics and Multimedia
Couches Academy
Creativity Management in Organization
Criminology and Crime Prevention
Design and Implementation of Modern Startups
Human Resources Managements
Interior Design Care
Logistics and Transport
Management in Health
Neuroeconomics
Quality Management

EXECUTIVE MBA PROGRAMME
The University of Economy has developed a carefully selected
MBA programme for managers. The programme is grounded
not only in traditional forms of workshop and lecture, but also
in innovative practical forms, conductive to the business growth
and supporting the work of managers.
The Executive MBA programme has been launched after longterm cooperation with Maastricht School of Management, and
is internationally accredited by the AMBA, IACBE and ACBSP.
Specializations include:
Accounting and Finance
Corporate Strategy and Economic Policy
Management Information Systems
International Business
Hotel and Tourism Management

POLISH LANGUAGE & CULTURE SCHOOL
The UoE School of Polish Language and Culture provides
different courses in the Polish language for foreigners as well
as Polish speakers. The School offers one month intensive
language courses, a certification course for foreign students
TELC B1/ B2, optional courses for Polish students and individual
language lessons.
International Students also have the possibility to take part in
the Summer School “Polish Language & Culture”, a periodic
event which takes place at the University of Economy. The
course provides not only intensive study of the Polish language
but also an insight into Polish national resources and cultural
heritage. During their stay in Poland, students travel throughout
North Poland, including Toruń, Sopot, Gdańsk, and Gdynia. They
also participate in the local attractions of the Bydgoszcz area.
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In 2013 the School of Polish Language and Culture was given
an award by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education
and participated in the ministerial competition to host Polish
language summer course for outstanding students from foreign
universities.

INNOVATIVE TEACHING APPROACH
INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY

E-verywhere
Studies
To meet the expectations of a contemporary
society, the University of Economy provides
part-time programmes in the field of modern
technologies dedicated to students who
permanently live abroad. The UoE provides the
E-learning materials as well as WEB-EX CISCO
Platform, which ensure a high quality outcome
for students.

inLab is a project of Innovative
Laboratory of Cooperation
between the sciences and
business. Its main goal is
to create a new model of
knowledge
transfer
from
higher educational institutions
to the business sector.

Enterprise
Game
The University of Economy has been participating in the
Erasmus (previously Socrates) programme since 2005.
The programme allows students not only to spend one
semester abroad but also to take part in classes organized
for incoming Erasmus students at our university. It is
worth mentioning that the number of students who
would like to study abroad within Erasmus+ programme
is still increasing.

University of Economy organizes an annual
competition called the Bydgoszcz Business
Cup. Students from around the world arrive
in Bydgoszcz in order to play this virtual game
and struggle with economic problems facing an
enterprise in a (simulated) market setting.

Summer Schools

Boost your future career in international environment!
The University of Economy is pleased to host international students from all over the world. Currently, the UoE offers summer
schools covering different areas of study. Most of the courses are based around the experience with two-week Intensive
Programmes that had been conducted at the University for many years in the framework of LLP-Erasmus Programme. Students
attended the Intensive Programmes from more than 20 countries, which creates a unique international learning environment.
Sharing experience and different perspectives with students and teachers from different countries and cultures is a crucial part of
our summer schools experience. Summer Schools currently offered by the UoE include:
√ International Summer School in Programming Applications
for Android System – Android CAMP
√ International Summer School in Robots Engineering –
CampRobotica
√ International Summer School in Intercultural Approaches
to Entrepreneurship – Entrepreneurship Academy

√ International Summer School in Service Innovation Design – SID
√ International Summer School in Branding and Marketing
– B&M Academy
√ International Summer School in European Awareness
– EuroCitizen
√ International Summer School of Polish Language and Culture

www.eurostudies.pl
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INTERNATIONAL OUTLOOK
AIS
The Association of International Students (AIS) is the
voice of UoE international students. The association
represents international students and meets their
needs by creating an open, friendly, multicultural
environment. Every student from abroad studying
at the university can become a member of this
organization. Amongst the main activities of AIS
members is preparation of events concerning culture
and traditions of different regions of the world, and
to engage in different academic, political and social
activities.

SCHOOL
OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
STUDY BUDDY
Over the years, all of our foreign students have experienced
the advantage of getting a help from Polish students. These
Polish students are able to provide their foreign friends with
important information concerning studying at the beginning
as well as during their stay. New foreign students learn about
the organization of the University, the system of study and
they also acquire data on how and where they will be able to
solve problems if they occur. The aim of this kind of support
is to enable foreign students to easily be in contact with
local students and hence to give them the chance to build up
relationships with Polish people.
Furthermore, the main objective of the Study Buddy
programme is to help exchange students from different
countries to easier integrate with the daily students and social
life. This provides quicker assimilation to Polish culture as well
as the city and the University environment.

The School of Foreign Languages offers instruction in
more than 20 foreign languages (among others English,
German, French, Italian, Greek, Spanish, Japanese,
Chinese, Arabic, Czech, Serbian, Ukrainian, Turkish,
and Romanian) as well as the sign language and Polish
for foreigners.
Apart from general courses we also offer preparation
courses for international certificates including TELC,
TOEIC, WIDAF, TFI. The School of Foreign Languages of
University of Economy is an Official Examination Center
for TOEIC, TELC, WIDAF and TFI International Exams.
The school organizes courses for doctoral students,
language classes for secondary school students and B2
level courses for civil officers.
Furthermore, the institution includes the School
of Polish language and Culture and the Centre for
Specialized Translations, dealing with both written and
oral translations.
To learn more visit: www.szjo.byd.pl

PROGRAMME

VisitingProfessor
The ”Visiting Professor” programme has been running at the University
of Economy for many years. Thanks to the participation in classes
conducted by highly respected lecturers from abroad, students have
the opportunity to experience innovative teaching methods and gain
a new perspective on topics they are interested in. Using English as the
language of instruction, students have the possibility to increase their linguistic
competence by deepening their fluency in specific areas.
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AFTER HOURS
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
Creative industries are a brand new and inspiring area
of study that has sprouted up at the UoE! The Creative
Industries field is one of the largest employers in
the European Union, exceeding more than 7 million
people, mostly from the young generation.
Some of the most prospective areas are:
Photography
Art
Museum
Music Events
Advertisements
TV
Books
Movies
Newspapers
Video Games
Creative Industries include both creators and founders
of cultural life and world of media. They require a very
good knowledge of current rules, which are being
constantly updated in an ever-changing socio-cultural
reality. The University of Economy’s programme
responds to the needs of this dynamic and changing
labor market. It ensures theoretical and technological
support for our students and builds opportunities to
discover their talents.
The ability to develop your artistic interest
in jazz groups, drama groups, at the photo studio
among others.

We inspire you.

SPORT - RIO 2016
One of the major aims of the University of Economy is to
popularize the idea of physical fitness, sport education
and active recreation. The University Sports Association
(AZS) organizes and coordinates varied efforts and achieves
noticeable successes on the national and international arena
in academic and professional competitions.
The AZS members have won several dozen medals from Polish Championship and top trophies in Championship of the
Polish Universities. The UoE students have also been winning
in international tournaments, bringing home three medals
(out of ten won by Poland) during the 2012 Summer Olympic
Games in London. This spectacular achievement gave the UoE
the highest-ranking among all Higher Education Institution in
Poland. Our goal now is to follow up on that result during the
2016 Summer Olympic Games in Rio!
The ability to actively participate in one of 20 sports,
including baseball, volleyball, football, swimming, table
tennis, athletics, climbing, mountain biking, bridge, rowing ,
shooting, aerobics, martial arts, or boxing.

Inspire us!

www.eurostudies.pl
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INTERNATIONAL UNITS
International Affairs Office

Patryk Antonik
Director of IAO

www.dsm.byd.pl

International Affairs Office oversees all of the major international activities
at University of Economy:
√ Erasmus+ Mobility Programme
√ Double Degree Programmes
√ Visiting Professor Programme
√ Study Buddy Programme
√ Establish new partnerships and cooperation agreements
√ Strengthen international relations
√ Coordinate external financial support
√ Represent the University at international educational meetings
and forums
Garbary 2 Street			
PL-85229 Bydgoszcz			
IAO.WSG

Phone/Fax: +48 52 567 00 78
E-mail: dsm@byd.pl

International Recruitment Office

Magdalena
Marszanska
Head of IRO

www.students.byd.pl

International Recruitment Office provides professional and effective
service for recruiting and admitting students:
√ Inform about enrollment process
√ Provide the list of documents required for the recruitment
√ Assist in obtaining a visa
√ Support in finding the accommodation
√ Enroll students into intensive course of Polish language organized
by the University
√ Support students throughout their period of study

Garbary 2 Street			
PL-85229 Bydgoszcz			
IRMO.WSG

Phone/Fax: +48 52 567 07 92
E-mail: interrecruitment@byd.pl

The Robert Schuman European Centre

Karolina
Marchlewska-Patyk
Director of RSEC

www.ed.byd.pl
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The main purpose of Robert Schuman European Centre at University of
Economy is to promote the European Union-related knowledge and also
to engage in the activities belonging to different areas. Within the Centre,
there are following organizational units:
√ Europe Direct Information Centre
√ Regional and Local Eurodesk Information Centre
√ European Documentation Centre
√ Enterprise Europe Network Local Centre at Europe Direct
Information Centre
√ Regional Centre for International Debates
Garbary 2 Street			
PL-85229 Bydgoszcz			
EDBydgoszcz EDTorun

Phone/Fax: +48 52 567 00 69
E-mail: european.centre@byd.pl

Eastern Partnership Centre
The main aim of Eastern Partnership Centre is deepening cooperation
between the European Union and the countries of Eastern Europe and
the Middle East (Turkey, Transcaucasia, the countries of the Levant) by:
√ creating a platform for cooperation of people and institutions
from the region Kuyavian-Pomeranian committed to building
relationships with partners in Eastern Europe,
√ developing close relations with partners in Eastern Europe,
including the consolidation and deepening of cooperation
with partners
√ promoting cooperation socio-cultural and economic entities
from Eastern European countries,
√ allowing an open debate on the issues of states and nations
of Eastern Europe,
√ creating a permanent discourse (including research) on
the relationship between Central Europe and Eastern Europe
in the context of European integration processes,
√ increasing the efficiency of contacts with public institutions,
√ creating mechanisms giving opinions on public policies.

Cezary Kościelak
Director of EPC

www.cpw.byd.pl

Garbary 2 Street			
PL-85229 Bydgoszcz			

Phone/Fax: +48 52 567 07 86
E-mail: cpw@byd.pl

METROPOLITAN AREA

BYDGOSZCZ-TORUŃ
Bydgoszcz and Toruń constitute one Polish Metropolitan
Union with more than 600.000 people.

Motoarena
motorcycle speedway
Toruń

Mill Island
Bydgoszcz

Bydgoszcz is a city of 400.000 inhabitants, and the capital
of one of the 16 districts in Poland (Kuyavia- Pomerania). It
is one of the biggest and most important Polish economic,
cultural and medical centers. The city is home to many
international enterprises that deal with the electrotechnical
industry, telecommunications and banking.

Opera Nova
Bydgoszcz

Gothic Old Town
Toruń

Toruń is one of the oldest cities in Poland. Situated only
45 km from Bydgoszcz, the city is a very important Polish
tourist center.
The medieval old town of Torun is the birthplace of the
astronomer Nicolaus Copernicus. The city has been listed
on the UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites since 1997 and
it is famous for its medieval ground plan and many Gothic
buildings.

BUSINESS

CULTURE

METROPOLIS

EDUCATION

www.eurostudies.pl
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YOUR REVOLUTION
STARTS HERE

30 different scientific associations

www.wsg.byd.pl

